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Abstract:
The Indian oil and gas part is one of the six center
enterprises in India and has noteworthy forward linkages with the
whole economy. India has been developing at a better than average
rate every year and is resolved to quicken the development energy
in the years to come. This would convert into India's vitality needs
developing commonly in the years to come. Consequently, there is
an accentuated requirement for more extensive and progressively
escalated investigation for new discovers, increasingly proficient
and successful recuperation, an increasingly discerning and ideally adjusted worldwide cost routine - as
against the fairly wide upward changes of ongoing occasions, and a soul of evenhanded normal
advantage in worldwide vitality enterprise. The motivation behind this investigation is to investigation
of money related execution, of India's driving oil and oil organizations, for example Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation, for the examination. The most widely recognized device of budgetary investigation
Altman's Z-score to confirm the money related wellbeing of the oil business. It is inferred that the
general execution of Oil and Natural Gas Corporation found tasteful in soundness and dissolvability
limit and venture examination.
INTRODUCTION
India is the 6th biggest purchaser of oil. There is a colossal interest supply hole in oil and gas in
India. The Indian oil and gas segment is of vital significance and assumes a dominating vital job in
affecting choices in every single other circle of the economy. The yearly development has been excellent
and will quicken in future therefore reassuring all round development and advancement. This has
required the requirement for a more extensive escalated scan for new fields, advancing better
techniques for extraction, refining and dispersion, the constitution of a national value component remembering the disturbing value change in the ongoing past and developing a soul of evenhanded
worldwide participation. Representing about 40% of the nation's vitality request, the oil and flammable
gas part frames a noteworthy wellspring of vitality in India. The offer of oil and gas in India's vitality
blend is anticipated to increment in the close to medium term. Further, for both these sources, the
reliance on imports is likewise anticipated to rise. Despite the fact that the two items are utilized in an
unexpected way, their investigation forms are comparable and this has regularly prompted them to
being tended to in a similar classification, especially in enactments. Given this reliance on the division
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and the linkages of vitality with monetary advancement, it is basic to look at and recognize key issues
that influence the improvement of the segment. This foundation paper on the oil and gas area of India
gives a comprehension of key administration related issues that influence the segment. It spreads out
the key laws and guidelines that have molded the improvement of the area in the nation. In this way,
the paper talks about different associations inside the division and analyzes the jobs that each of these
perform. At last, key issues identified with guideline, rivalry, Centre– State relations, monetary strength
of utilities, and network investment are talked about in detail.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Brian Carver, Christy He, Jonah Hister (2004), has made an endeavor investigation of authentic
part of Oil and Petroleum industry. They investigated that Oil and Petroleums have truly shaped a
significant segment of India's fares. There is archeological proof from Mohenjo-Daro, which builds up
that the mind boggling innovation of severe coloring was being utilized in the subcontinent from in any
event the second thousand years B.C. It is trusted that the utilization of printing obstructs in India began
in 3000 B.C., and a few students of history have inferred that India may have brought forth Oil and
Petroleum printing. Marco Polo's records demonstrate that Indian Oil and Petroleums used to be traded
to China and South East Asia from Andhra and Tamil ports in the "biggest boats" at that point known.
Buddhist time contents uncover that woolen floor coverings were referred to in India as ahead of
schedule as 500 B.C. also, the specialized expertise that went into Indian floor coverings of the Mughal
time frame is still hailed today. Maurice Landes, Stephen MacDonald, Santosh K. Singh, and Thomas
Vollrat (2005) underlined that development of Oil and Petroleum industry in india is rely on execution
of changes to arrangements, including charges that victimize the utilization of artificial strands and
guidelines influencing the scale, innovation use, and fare aggressiveness of the Oil and Petroleum and
attire businesses. Imports of crude cotton have expanded working together with rising interest lately,
however future development will rely upon the degree to which India can help constantly low cotton
yields and improve cotton quality. Dr Pratibha Jain and Prof. Megha Mehta (2013) In their investigation
on money related execution of vehicle organizations finds that Hero Honda organization performed
well on account of its use of most recent innovation and Tata engines powerless execution because of
expanded assembling overheads and friends' powerlessness to confront rivalry.
UNIQUENESS OF PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
The oil business is such an industry which has the biggest gaining limit. The different oil based
goods are broadened in a wide range. The primary useful zones of this industry are extraction of
unrefined, refining of rough, handling and transporting. The fundamental issue looked by the whole oil
industry is the contamination issue. The refining of raw petroleum makes enormous contamination by
creating different hurtful gases. Another issue is of drillingmud. At the point when the boring work is
completed a tremendous measure of rough, water, soil blend gets squandered. Hereinnovative and
overhauled innovation is required to limit the wastage of oil. The spillage and seepage issues are
additionally one of the significant obstructions if there should arise an occurrence of treatment facility
work. Great channeling innovation and legitimate waste framework is additionally basic in this
industry. One thing we should welcome that India has restricted creation of oil in examination with
interest situation. In this condition the wastage is a basic issue which must be tended to legitimately.
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PERFORMANCE OF INDIAN OIL INDUSTRY
The oil business in India emerges for instance of the steps made by the nation in its walk
towards financial independence. At the season of Independence in 1947, the industry was constrained
by universal organizations. Indigenous ability was rare, if not non-existent. Today, barely 65 years after
the fact, the industry is to a great extent in the open area with abilities and specialized skill tantamount
to the most noteworthy global norms. The declaration of its life and accomplishment amid the previous
five decades is the noteworthy increment in unrefined petroleum creation from 0.25 to 33 million tons
for each annum and refining limit from 0.3 to 103 million metric tons for every annum (MMTpa). The
utilization of oil based goods has grown multiple times over the most recent 50 years from 3 million
tons amid 1948-49 to around 91 million tons in 1998-99. An immense system of more than 29,000
businesses and distributorships has been created upheld by more than 400 capacity indicates
throughout the years serve the general population even in the remote and once-out of reach regions.
COMPANY PROFILE
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation - With a market top of Rs. 235,000 crores ONGC positions third
in Oil and Gas Exploration and Production (E&P) Industry all inclusive .It in total created 803 Million
Metric Tons of rough and 485 Billion Cubic Meters of Natural Gas from 111 fields. ONGC's completely
claimed auxiliary ONGC Videsh Ltd. (OVL) is the greatest Indian worldwide, with 40 Oil and Gas extends
in 15 nations. The organization earned income of approxRs. 20,000 crores with net overall revenue of
34% in Dec'10.It holds biggest offer of hydrocarbon acreages in India and contributes more than 79
percent of Indian's oil and gas generation. It made a record of sorts by turning Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals Limited (MRPL) around from being a stretcher case at BIFR to the BSE Top 30, inside a
year.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY



To examinations the money related soundness of the Oil and Natural Gas Corporation.
To look at the money related soundness of the Oil and Natural Gas Corporation.

METHODOLOGY
The specialist, being an outside examiner, needed to depend principally upon auxiliary
information to study the financing execution of Oil and Petroleum Industries in India from the top
chosen organizations in India which is exceptionally performed in generally development regarding
account. The exploratory research strategies have been utilized for this investigation and furthermore
the examination is limited just to Indian based oil and oil associations.
SOURCES OF DATA
The financial data for the study are drawn purely from the secondary data and the data have
been collected from money control.com and annual reports of the company.
PERIOD OF THE STUDY
The period 2012-2013 to 2016-2017 is chosen for this examination. This multi year time span
was picked so as to have a genuinely long, consistently all around adjusted period, for which sensibly
homogeneous, solid and state-of-the-art monetary information would be accessible.
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TOOLS USED FOR ANALYSIS
The present investigation has dissected the money related execution of three Oil and Petroleum
organizations. So as to assess and think about the budgetary execution of chose businesses. Altman's Zscore to confirm the budgetary soundness of oil industry.
ALMAN’S FINANCIAL HEALTH PREDICTION MODEL
In reality, the Altman Z-Score exists in three structures. The first form created by Edward
Altman in 1968 was for foreseeing chapter 11 potential in freely held Manufacturing organizations The
Z-Score plan effectively anticipated insolvency with 90% precision inside one year of recording and
80% exactness two years ahead of time. While this was a great achievement, there was analysis that the
first Z-Score did not work very well with secretly held organizations. Dr. Altman then made two new
types of the insolvency forecast recipe. These were distinguished as Z' (Z prime) and Z" (Z twofold
prime) despite the fact that they are additionally alluded to as Z (An) and Z (B). Z' was created for
secretly held mechanical organizations and Z" produced for non-assembling and administration
organizations.
Dr. Altman built up a fourth insolvency indicator, ZETA®, in 1977 that alters and fuses extra
factors into the equation. ZETA® is said to foresee the potential for chapter 11 with a high level of
precision as long as five years ahead of time. Be that as it may, the recipe is restrictive and of
constrained accessibility to business the board and proprietors.
Many have condemned the Z-Scores as being deficient. A few pundits guarantee extraordinary
and purportedly better approaches to anticipate insolvency. Be that as it may, the Altman Z-Score has
withstood the trial of time and somewhere in the range of 45 years after its first use is as yet significant
and broadly utilized as a chapter 11 indicator. We are worried about business survivability and
development utilizing instruments that envision potential issues.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The determined z-score esteems amid the investigation time frame are fluctuating. Z score of
the year 2015-2016 was least among all i.e.1.2590 while 1.9694 was most elevated in the year 2012-13.
The normal Z score of ONGC is 1.57 which is under 1.80. However, among all the organization should
attempt to expand the proportion of x4 which demonstrates Market estimation of value/book
estimation of complete obligations. It is a proportion of influence of a worry. Proportion between up to
1.80 shows uncertain likelihood of liquidation. In this way, we can say that there is shot of indebtedness
of an organization in a future as concentrated by past information. The organization must find a way to
expand the monetary execution by utilizing restorative measures.



H0: is acknowledged. ONGC sound (Z-score Based)
H0: There is no huge distinction in money related soundness of ONGC.

The determined Z score esteems are close beneficial to the organization however it is in
fluctuating pattern. The organization must take legitimate measures to build the budgetary execution
utilizing the accessible assets.
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